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Breathe new life into Valentine's Day 

  

No matter what else might be going on in the world, people will always fall in love. 

It's one of the few things that we can be truly certain of! And whenever people fall in 

love they will want to celebrate on Valentine's Day. 

  

Balloons offer the perfect solution for every lovestruck couple. They can be simple 

and sweet; a single heart shaped balloon makes a lovely statement. But balloons can 

also be used in sophisticated, elaborate sculptures or breathtaking displays. With 

colours to suit every taste and options for every budget, balloons may just be the 

new flowers.  

 

 



 

                          

 

This year we are looking forward to two big trends. Renaissance will see renewal, a 

new world blossoming into life. That new world will be full of Beauty, the simple 

beauty of life which surrounds us every day. This spring we will revel in the joy of 

heart balloons in a cascade of stunning colours, including Shiny Heart. This brand-

new addition to the popular Shiny family brings you the famous soft colours and 

luminous sheen, but in a romantic heart shape. 

 

 



 

Whether you love sophistication, or want to celebrate a sweetheart, our Balloonista 

tutorials have something for everyone. Learn to create stunning sculptures step-by-

step, on the Gemar website. 
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About Gemar® Partners 

The exclusive relationship between Gemar and its partners allows for high value business growth to be 

pursued by all parties. With priority access to superior products and designs as well as branded marketing 

materials, balloon art training and promotional events, Gemar’s partners are able to lift the moment for 

themselves and their customers. Gemar works closely with its partners and together they pursue valuable 

business growth by providing high quality, on trend products that stand out in a competitive market, lifting the 

moment for everyone.  

 

 

About Gemar® Balloons 

Gemar Balloons is the largest manufacturer of natural rubber latex balloons in Europe. Located in Casalvieri, a 

small town the heart of Italy, we continue to lead the way in balloon development, inspiring the people who 

buy our products with new ways to add a touch of magic to every occasion. We're dedicated to tradition, 

innovation and creativity, and are committed to making sure that our products are as sustainable as possible 

throughout their lifecycle. Today, we produce millions of balloons every day in more than 100 different 

shapes, sizes and colours... all made in Italy with passion and pride. 

 


